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Abstract: A scaled-down test section representative of an Outboard Segment manifold of the Water-
Cooled Lithium Lead Breeding Blanket for the European DEMO has been designed for installation
and test in a high- mass flow branch of the W-HYDRA facility, under construction at the premises
of ENEA Brasimone Research Center. The test section should confirm the flow repartition recently
computed in the different breeding units on the full-scale manifold, validating at the same time the
computational tools used for the design and analysis. The detailed objectives and requirements of
the test section, as well as the scaling rationale and procedure adopted for its design, are presented in
the paper. The final design of the test section is discussed. The preliminary analyses of the developed
design are also presented and show that it is compliant with the initial objectives.

Keywords: water technology for DEMO; experiments; WCLL; manifold; thermal hydraulics; CFD

1. Introduction

In the framework of the design activities in preparation for the EU-DEMO [1], the
ENEA Brasimone Research Center is supporting the design and realization of an experi-
mental infrastructure called W-HYDRA, dedicated to the investigation of the water and
lithium-lead technologies applied to the DEMO Breeding Blanket (BB) [2] and Balance of
Plant (BoP) [3] systems.

A high-mass flow branch of the W-HYDRA infrastructure is a water loop facility
dedicated to the experimental investigation of the DEMO Water Cooled Lead Lithium
(WCLL) BB components and BoP Steam Generator [4]. One of the objectives of the water
loop facility-HYDRA is to host different BB mock-ups to experimentally assess both their
design and performance.

One of the key components of the WCLL design is the manifold system [5]. The
current in-Vacuum Vessel coolant systems consist of inlet and outlet feeding pipes, as well
as the manifolds. The formers oversee either routing the cold coolant (subcooled water at
15.5 MPa and 295 ◦C) to the different BB segments (inlet pipes) or collecting the hot water
to the steam generator (outlet pipes). The manifolds are devoted to distributing the water
coolant to the different channels and tubes inside the blanket breeding units (BUs) and
finally recollecting it. Each BU is equipped with a set of 7 Double-Wall Tubes (DWTs) in
parallel connecting the Inlet Manifold (IM) to a first Recirculation Manifold (REC1), while a
set of additional 4 DWTs in parallel connects a second Recirculation Manifold (REC2) to the
Outlet Manifold (OM), as shown in Figure 1 [2]. The two REC manifolds, serving mainly
as a fluid buffer, are then connected through a series of circular channels.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the DWT system within a single BU of the EU-DEMO WCLL. 1) high-

light of the inlet manifold (IN), 2) highlight of the two recirculation manifolds, 3) highlight of the 

outlet manifold (OUT). 

A detailed investigation of the manifolds of an OutBoard (OB) Segment of the WCLL 

has been reported in [6], where a hybrid CFD approach has been adopted to compute the 

flow repartition in the 104 BUs along the manifolds. Within the hybrid approach, the 

DWTs in each BU have been substituted by equivalent porous pipes, to decrease the com-

putational burden, see Figure 2. The result of the analysis showed that, notwithstanding 

the manifold tapering along their length, the flow repartition suffers by a significant de-

viation from the expected average value. 

 

Figure 2. Lumped approach to the model of a single BU, with the DWTs substituted by two equiv-

alent porous pipes to mimic the DWTs 1–7 (connecting IM to REC1) and DWTs 8–11 (connecting 

REC2 to OM), respectively. 

To further investigate this issue, the high mass flow branch of W-HYDRA will host a 

test section devoted to experimentally assessing the hydraulic behavior of the WCLL man-

ifold system. The test section should be a mock-up of the manifold, properly down-scaled 

to preserve the representativeness of the original component. 

Scaling analysis is a theoretical procedure to make sure that experimental results are 

applicable to prototype conditions. Nuclear safety technology is often based on 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the DWT system within a single BU of the EU-DEMO WCLL. (1) highlight
of the inlet manifold (IN), (2) highlight of the two recirculation manifolds, (3) highlight of the outlet
manifold (OUT).

A detailed investigation of the manifolds of an OutBoard (OB) Segment of the WCLL
has been reported in [6], where a hybrid CFD approach has been adopted to compute the
flow repartition in the 104 BUs along the manifolds. Within the hybrid approach, the DWTs
in each BU have been substituted by equivalent porous pipes, to decrease the computational
burden, see Figure 2. The result of the analysis showed that, notwithstanding the manifold
tapering along their length, the flow repartition suffers by a significant deviation from the
expected average value.
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Figure 2. Lumped approach to the model of a single BU, with the DWTs substituted by two equivalent
porous pipes to mimic the DWTs 1–7 (connecting IM to REC1) and DWTs 8–11 (connecting REC2 to
OM), respectively.

To further investigate this issue, the high mass flow branch of W-HYDRA will host
a test section devoted to experimentally assessing the hydraulic behavior of the WCLL
manifold system. The test section should be a mock-up of the manifold, properly down-
scaled to preserve the representativeness of the original component.

Scaling analysis is a theoretical procedure to make sure that experimental results are
applicable to prototype conditions. Nuclear safety technology is often based on information
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obtained from scaled experiments such as the PKL facility in Germany [7] or the LSFT facil-
ity in Japan [8]. Note that, in the case of scaled experiments, it is necessary to show how the
experimental results can be transferred or applied to real, prototypical reactor conditions.

Generally speaking, scaled facilities have advantages (lower costs, phenomenon
and plant commissioning simplification, etc.) and drawbacks (geometry deformations,
distorted or absent phenomena in small-scale components, different boundary layer be-
havior) [9] and the optimized scaling approach is strictly linked to the objectives of the
experimental campaign.

The present paper aims at presenting the experimental facility that will host the mock-
up, the main objectives of the experimental campaign on the manifold mock-up that led
to the design criteria adopted for the component, and at describing the resulting design.
Additionally, the design analytical calculations are presented, followed by CFD numerical
results for the hydraulic optimization of the water flow inside the test section. A section is
also dedicated to the description of the instrumentation foreseen.

2. W-HYDRA: The Water Loop High Power Branch

A new multipurpose experimental infrastructure is currently under design at ENEA
Brasimone Research Centre. One of the facilities is a high-power branch side of a Water
Loop (WL) called STEAM. This facility will investigate the DEMO balance of the plant water
cooling system in steady state and transient scenarios. STEAM will have two thermally
coupled loops: a primary side working with single-phase (liquid) water at 15.5 MPa and
a secondary side working with two-phase pressurized water at 6.41 MPa. The nominal
thermal power of the facility is 3.1 MW.

The manifold mock-up will be installed on the primary loop system of the facility. The
main parameters of the loop are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Main parameters of the STEAM facility.

Parameter Unit Value

P kW 3000
pH2O,l MPa 15.5

TH2O,in,l ◦C 328
TH2O,out,l ◦C 295

ΓH2O,l kg/s 15.53
ΓH2O,max kg/s 20.0

The primary loop will be equipped with a steam generator, a 3.1 MW heating system,
a circulation pump, and a pressurizer (Figure 3). The manifold mock-up (or Test Section 2)
will be installed across the hot and cold leg as the Steam Generator (Figure 4).

The manifold mock-up will mainly consist of six parts:

• the Inlet Manifold (IM) fed by STEAM hot leg,
• the Recirculation manifold (REC),
• a first rank of pipe assembly, moving from the inlet to the recirculation manifold,
• the outlet Manifold (OM) linked to the downstream STEAM cold leg
• a second rank of BZ pipe assembly, moving from the recirculation manifold to the

outlet manifold
• Instrumentation: mass flow meters and differential pressure transducers.
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tion is represented in the scheme as a black rectangle called “Test Section 2”, main circulation 
pump (PL-SCL-101) and main electric heater (HT-SHT-101) are illustrated together with the loop 
thermal-hydraulic parameters 

Figure 3. Process Flow Diagram (PFD) of the STEAM primary loop, the manifold mock-up location
is represented in the scheme as a black rectangle called “Test Section 2”, main circulation pump
(PL-SCL-101) and main electric heater (HT-SHT-101) are illustrated together with the loop thermal-
hydraulic parameters.
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3. Design of the Manifold Mock-Up

This section contains a general description of the mock-up, including the constraints
coming from the W-HYDRA infrastructure and its scaling rationale from the full-size
component to comply with the test objectives.

3.1. Mock-Up Test Objectives

The test section should be a scaled representation or a segment of the full-size manifold
with the main goal of studying the manifold hydraulic behavior under different operative
conditions. More in detail, the tests should allow to:

1. Measure the mass flow rate distribution in the BU along the manifold, and
2. Demonstrate, by measuring the mass flow rate distribution in the Breeding Zone (BZ)

tubes, that the manifolds feed the BZ tubes along the manifold according to design
technical specifications, and/or quantify the deviation from it;

3. Produce experimental data (e.g., mass flow and pressure drop distribution along and
across the manifold test section when the mass flow is varied) to qualify 1-D Thermal
hydraulic codes (RELAP5, GETTHEM, . . . ) and CFD codes (ANSYS, STARCCM+,
. . . ), see [10,11].

4. Possibly investigate and measure the 3D flow behavior inside the different manifolds
with highlights on: flow development and recirculation which may induce flow
distortions and uneven mass flow distribution;

3.2. Constraints from the Test Facility

The WCLL manifold test section is a water-circulating component, it shall be scaled
and designed based on the following requirements:

• The manifold test section shall be designed to qualify the lumped parameter modeling
approach (equivalent channel model) for First Wall (FW) channels and BZ tubes as
adopted in [6];

• The maximum available working pressure is 18.5 MPa;
• The maximum available working temperature is 350 ◦C;
• The maximum available footprint for the test section is 2 m × 1.5 m;
• The maximum available height of the test section is 13 m;
• The maximum available mass flow is 20 kg/s;
• The maximum pressure drop is 0.15 MPa across the test section;
• The test section shall be coupled with the STEAM facility with a flanged connection of

5′ ′ class 2500;
• The test section shall be an isothermal (zero-input power) component, heat losses

through the component shall be reduced to an extent such as the maximum tempera-
ture loss along the manifold remains below 3 ◦C (about 300 kW);

• The maximum number of available signals to be acquired at the same time from the
manifold test section is 50.

3.3. Scaling Procedure

The flow repartition among the different BUs along the manifold, presented in [6], is
strictly related to the cross-section of the manifolds, which is not constant along the fluid
path. The connection of the parallel pipes to the manifold is a classical Z-connection [12],
where homogeneous flow repartition could be achieved by a proper tapering of the mani-
folds [13]. As a matter of fact, the IM and OM cross-section along the fluid path are tapered,
as clearly visible in Figure 5. The recirculation manifold, however, keeps their cross-section
constant up to about 2/3 of the curvilinear coordinate along the fluid path (Figure 5),
where a sudden contraction occurs in view of a space constraint due to the presence of
a spinal manifold in the posterior part of the Back-Supporting Structure [2]. Since the
interaction between the manifold size determines the flow repartition, this peculiarity must
be preserved if the same flow repartition as in the full-scale manifold is targeted in the test
section mock-up.
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Figure 5. (a) Variation of the cross-section of the IM, REC (total) and OM along the fluid path, for the
mock-up of the manifold of the OB segment (reduced to 1

2 for symmetry reasons). The inset shows
the sudden change in the REC cross-section along the manifold. (b) first Breeding Unit of the full size
manifold compared to the first Breeding Unit of the mock-up (c), see the different manifolds shape.
(d) last Breeding Unit of the manifold mock-up and last Breeding Unit of the full size manifold (e),
the different shape of the green recirculation manifold is perfectly illustrated.

Different strategies have been investigated for the scaling down but discarded. One
of them was to keep the same Reynolds (Re) and Euler (Eu) numbers in the manifolds;
unfortunately this strategy lead to very small manifolds dimension (the flow area of the
manifolds would be scaled by a factor of 16 obtaining a component of few mm per latum)
that could not be manufactured. To overcome this issue, one may think of analyzing a slice
of the full geometry, maintaining the original size, but at that point, the verification of the
full-size Z-shape mass flow trend of the full-size component would have been impossible.

In the end, it was decided to keep the same velocity profile along the manifolds and
scaling the mass flow rate and the cross-section area by the same scaling factor, equal to
4. In this way, since the mass flow rate in (one half of) the symmetric full-size manifold
is ~64 kg/s, the mass flow through the mock-up will be one-fourth (16 kg/s), the number
of the BUs in the mock-up could be scaled in the same way to 1

4 of the original values
(26 BUs), about the other dimensions, the mock-up “poloidal” length is 4 m (1/4 of the
full-size component), the pitch between adjacent BUs was kept as 153 mm as the desired
average mass flow value in each simulated BU (0.615 kg/s).

To further simplify the manufacture of the test section, the curvature of the full-size
manifold is discarded, and the pipes connecting the REC to the OM are not nested within
the pipes connecting the IM to the REC, as shown in Figure 6. All the manifold cross-section
has been reduced by a factor of 4, to maintain the same velocity along the manifolds, scaling
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both dimensions by a factor 1
2 , and the IM and OM are tapered according to the original

full-scale design. The 7 + 4 DWTs of the full-scale design have been lumped in the mock-up
in two equivalent pipes, as already conducted in the analysis of [14]. Since the diameter of
the pipes has been calibrated there to give the same cross-section of the DWTs 1–7 (1′ ′ sch
160 pipe connecting the IM to the REC) and of the DWTs 8–11 (3/4′ ′ sch 160 pipe connecting
the REC to the OM), the same dimensions have been preserved here. The equivalent pipes
will be tuned in length or equipped with an orifice to give the same pressure drop at the
nominal flow rate as the bundle of DWTs (see [14] for details). Preliminary evaluations
show that an orifice of 15 mm in diameter should allow to reach a comparable pressure
drop to the DWTs 1–7 (the actual length of which is ~1.65 m, with the two 90◦ bends shown
in Figure 1), while a 13 mm diameter orifice would allow mimicking the DWTs 8–11 (actual
length of ~1.2 m).
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Figure 6. Schematic view of (a) the layout of the full-size OB manifolds [picture modified from ref. [6],
with the DWTs lumped in equivalent porous pipes, and (b) of the test section under design.

This scaling approach ensures that the Re in the Equivalent Porous Pipes (EPPs) is
preserved, keeping unmodified the EPP geometry, mass flow rates, and fluid properties. In
particular, the calculated Re in the EPPs are in the range of 3× 105÷ 6× 105 (fully turbulent
flow regime). Furthermore, concerning the Euler number, evaluated as Eu = ∆P/

(
1/2 ρv2),

in the EPP it remains as in the full-size tubes, since the Re number, geometry, properties.
and velocity have been preserved. As a drawback, note that the adopted scaling factor
for the manifold cross-section leads to a hydraulic diameter for the manifold in the test
section halved with respect to the full-size manifold, so that the Reynolds number in the
manifolds for the scaled geometry (≤ 3× 106) results to be half the original one. Similarly,
the estimate of Eu across the entire muck-up returns to be 37% lower than the value of the
full-size object.

The REC2, peculiar to the full-scale model, has been scaled down on its flow area by a
factor of 1

2 , such as the IM and OM, and compacted with the REC1 in a single manifold
(REC), as shown in Figure 7. This simplification has been performed to avoid the need of
manufacturing undersized components, for the REC1, and to avoid jet effects from REC1 to
REC2 that were not seen in the original structure but can affect the hydraulic behavior of
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the scaled mock-up. This detail can be also seen in Figure 5c,d, if compared to the full-size
manifolds (Figure 5b,e, respectively).
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4. Mock-Up Analysis

To verify the consistency of the mock-up design obtained just with back-of-the-
envelope considerations, a detailed 3D CFD computational model has been developed and
simulations have been carried out to compare the flow rate repartition in the 26 BUs of the
mock-up with that of the full-scale component (104 BUs). The analysis is restricted here to
the fluid domain and the developed model is a hybrid one, where the DWTs are lumped in
equivalent porous pipes, reproducing what has been conducted in [6], using also in this
case the STAR-CCM+ commercial software [14].

4.1. Simulation Set-Up

Since the flow in the manifolds is expected to achieve turbulent conditions at least
for the nominal value of the flow rate (i.e., in the first portion of the IM and last portion
of the OM), the κ-ω Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model has been selected,
together with the γ-transition model, which is capable to give reliable results throughout
the transition regime down to the laminar one, expected at the end of the IM and beginning
of the OM. The κ-ω SST model [15] is widely adopted in engineering problems with
complex geometries since it is suitable for modeling accurately the boundary layers under
adverse pressure gradients. An all y+ wall treatment is selected.

For the equivalent porous pipes, their hydraulic characteristic has been calibrated
using the Darcy-Forchheimer formulation for the pressure gradient based on a dedicated
CFD analysis of the DWTs bundles, and the recipe has been validated in [6].

The grid has been developed starting from that in [6], with five prism layers at the
wall and first cell thickness of 10−3 mm. Polyhedral cells with a base size of 3 mm have
been adopted in the core flow, reduced to 0.75 mm in correspondence to the pipes to better
represent entering and jet effects. Extrusion of the mesh from the manifolds is adopted in
the equivalent porous pipes. The resulting grid is made of 33 MCell, some details can be
found in Figure 8. The grid has been proven to allow computing grid-independent results
(not shown).
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The total mass flow rate, scaled-down to 16 kg/s (factor of 1/4) has been used as an
inlet boundary condition (imposed on the back of the inlet manifold, to also reproduce the
flow curvature upstream of the first BU, see Figure 6), with a reference pressure for the
incompressible fluid set at 15.5 MPa and a gauge pressure of 0 Pa imposed at the outlet.
The simulation is steady-state and a segregated solver has been selected. The operating
fluid is liquid water and its constant thermophysical properties have been evaluated with
IAPWS-IF97 formulation at 15.5 MPa and 313 ◦C (foreseen average temperature of water in
WCLL operating conditions), values compliant with the facility constraints (par. 2.2).

4.2. Results and Check of Representativeness

The results obtained from the CFD analysis on the mock-up design show a good
agreement with the CFD results of the full-size geometry in [6]. The logic of the scaling
down was to maintain the same velocity profile along the manifolds and the results reported
in Figure 9 show good agreement with the behavior of the full-size component and the
correctness of the scaling. The velocities have been extracted from the CFD simulation
as velocity average values at selected manifold cross-sections, located at the beginning of
each BU.

One of the objectives of the mock-up is to investigate the mass flow rate repartition
along the manifolds: the numerical results on the mock-up present the same trend of the
full-size geometry as visible in Figure 10. The mass flow trend similarity ensures that the
suction phenomenon responsible for the Z-manifold mass flow rate distribution in the
full-size geometry is correctly reproduced in the mock-up. The mass flow rate values have
been extracted from the simulation on cross-sections located in the middle of the tubes as
performed in the full-size geometry CFD simulation. The mass flow rates in the first EPPs
start from a value of ~0.5 kg/s for the first BU up to 0.8 kg/s for the fifth BU, then again
down to 0.45 kg/s (reached in the BUs #18-20). Simultaneously, the mass flow rate in the
second equivalent pipe bundle (EPPs 8–11) monotonically increases from about 0.45 kg/s
reaching the same mass flow value of EPP 1–7 in the middle of the manifold mock-up up
to a maximum value of ~0.85 kg/s in the last EPP pipe (BU 26). The mean error in the
mass flow rate repartition in the BUs, if compared with the results of the full-size manifold,
is 4.4%. A local peak error, equal to 14%, is found in the correspondence of the last BU
pipe (EPP 8–11) of the outlet manifold, this discrepancy is due to the large scattering of the
computed results in the full-scale geometry (see “EPP 8–11 full size” trend in Figure 10).
The pressure drop across the entire mock-up has been calculated to be 1.2 × 105 Pa.
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4.3. Preliminary Instrumentation Layout

Following the design activity of the mock-up, a general Pipe and Instrumentation
diagram (P&Id) scheme of the instrumentation was developed (Figure 11). The mock-up
dimensions and the number of pipes (about 52) set a challenging task for the definition of
the optimal number of signals to acquire and record.
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First, 11 ThermoCouples (TCs), in yellow, will be located along the mock-up to monitor
heat losses along the test section: two TCs across the MU, three TCs equally spaced along
the IM, three TCs along the recirculation manifold and three TCs along the OM.

As far as the fluid pressure is concerned, three Differential Pressure transducers (DP)
will be installed: one DP will be installed across the entire MU and two DPs will be installed
on the IM and OM respectively, to measure the pressure trend along their lengths.

Regarding the mass flow measurements, 10 DP meters and 4 mass flow meters will be
installed across the BUs of the manifold MU as described above.

Knowing that Equivalent Porous Pipe EPP 1–7 (EPP 8–11) pipes are identical, it is
possible to characterize the concentrated pressure loss (Kloss) of a single pipe thanks to a
mass flow meter and a DP meter mounted on it. In this way, measuring the pressure drop
on another identical pipe it is possible to trace the mass flow in the tube. Instrumenting five
BU pipes (specially selected) with DP meters it is possible to experimentally draw the mass
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flow trend in EPP 1–7 (EPP 8–11) as in Figure 10. To allow experimental redundance, four
pipes (two for each EPP rank) will be instrumented with a mass flow meter and a DP meter.

Moreover, due to the peculiar mass flow trend of EPP 1–7, the mass flow meters
installed on this pipe rank will be a non-intrusive clap on the instrument the location
of which can be switched during the experimental campaign to measure different pipe
mass flows.

5. Conclusions

In the framework of the strategy of providing a robust design to the components of the
water-cooled lithium lead breeding blanket for the EU-DEMO, the design and test of sub-
scale components is envisaged. In particular, the design of the mock-up representing the
manifolds, routing the subcooled water to the Breeding Units of an Outer Segment, has been
performed to be able to verify the flow distribution computed on the full-size component.
Appropriate objectives of the foreseen experimental campaign and requirements of the
mock-up for the installation on the experimental facility STEAM were fixed to guide the
design and numerical activity.

Different scaling approaches were identified and discussed looking for the optimal
compromise between the representativeness and manufacturability of the mock-up. The
lumping of the double-wall tubes in the breeding units into equivalent pipes has been
performed, to reduce both the computational and manufacturing burden.

The scaling procedure has allowed reaching a design that has been proved by a
detailed 3D CFD computation to give satisfying flow repartition. The equivalent pipes
have been modeled as porous objects with the same hydraulic characteristic of the DWTs,
as already successfully done in the simulations of the full-scale manifold.

The mass flow rate repartition in the BUs, along the scaled mock-up, well reproduces
the repartition obtained in the full-size geometry. In particular, the same values of mass
flow rates, in the range of 0.4 ÷ 0.8 kg/s, has been found with an average relative error
well below 10% against the same trend of the full-size component. The expected overall
pressure losses of the test section are equal to 1.2× 105 Pa, lower than the one of the full-size
(1.9 × 105 Pa), this mismatch is due to the difference in the Eu number.

Last, but not least, a preliminary pipe and instrumentation diagram was developed to
fix and optimize both the type of instrumentation needed and its optimal location inside
the MU.

Further numerical analyses, mainly by CFD, are ongoing to fix the optimal orifices
dimension for the equivalent pipes to ensure the same pressure drop in nominal conditions
of the DWT bundles.
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